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                                                                                                                                                                            Gaia produces dozens of exclusive, original series on topics you won’t find in the mainstream media—the nature of the universe, ancient wisdom, the unexplained, alternative healing, and more.
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                                                                                                                                                                            Hundreds of yoga and meditation classes to gain flexibility, energy, and better sleep taught by expert teachers. For every level, beginner to advanced.
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                Join the world's most powerful life transformation platform
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                                Gaia is a mission-driven community that empowers the global evolution of consciousness. Our ad-free streaming videos help people explore the limits of our human potential, connect to ourselves, each other, and the universe in new ways, and challenge assumptions that keep us from growing.
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                                With your payment, we are able to produce, edit and share thought-provoking original series and films with a wide range of scholars, scientists, shamans and mystics. We are able to pay our bills without selling your information or including ads in our experience.
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                                You can watch Gaia’s content any time from Gaia.com or any internet-connected device that offers the Gaia app, including smartphones, tablets, and smart TVs. You can also download your favorite videos for offline viewing with our iOS and Android apps.
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                                You can cancel your membership anytime through your My Account section. Once your membership is canceled, we will no longer process any charges and you will continue to have access to Gaia’s content until the end of your paid membership (or free trial, if applicable). 
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                                Stream more than 8,000 videos, including many inspiring films, illuminating documentaries, and original series exclusive to Gaia. Learn, build or establish a practice of your own with our powerful yoga classes and guided meditations. Use mobile apps to download videos for when you're on the go. Create up to 3 user profiles so everyone can have their own playlists and personalized recommendations, with no limit on how many profiles can watch at the same time. Finally, for that special video a friend just HAS to see, members can share a link granting temporary access to many of our full-length videos for free!
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                                                                                                    Your Privacy Matters at Gaia!

At Gaia, Inc., we care about your privacy, and we want to be totally upfront about how we handle your information at Gaia. 

COOKIES

We use cookies. Unless you adjust your browser settings to refuse cookies, we (and these third parties) will issue cookies when you interact with Gaia. These may be ‘session’ cookies, meaning they delete themselves when you leave Gaia, or ‘persistent’ cookies which do not delete themselves and help us recognize you when you return so we can provide a tailored service.

You can block cookies by activating a setting on your browser allowing you to refuse the setting of cookies. You can also delete cookies through your browser settings. If you use your browser settings to disable, reject, or block cookies (including essential cookies), certain parts of our website or app will not function fully. In some cases, our website or app may not be accessible at all.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Gaia only uses and collects sensitive personal information for the purposes allowed by law or with your consent.

We do not sell or provide email addresses to any unauthorized third party and do not authorize any third party or affiliate to misuse products or services created by or associated with Gaia in spam or bulk emails. If you feel you have received any unwanted emails from us, please contact us immediately and we will look into the matter.

If you have a question regarding our privacy practices, please refer to our Privacy Policy.
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